**MIDTERM Demo**

This document is an illustration of the FORMATTING of the exams in this class for use with Scantrons. For answers, see other side.

---

**Scantron** Select the appropriate structure on the left that corresponds to the functions listed on the right:

A) Mouth 1. ________ You manipulate things with them
B) Eyes 2. ________ You eat & talk with it
C) Hands 3. ________ You see with them
4. ________ You clap with them
5. ________ Yours might be blue or green

---

**On Test Only.** Fill in the blanks below.

When using metaphors, people generally associate sunshine with the emotion of ________ and rain with the emotion of ________.

---

**Scantron** Indicate whether each of the following is associated with the (A) Arctic or the (B) Antarctic.

6. Polar bears
7. Penguins
8. Santa Claus

---

**On Test Only.** Briefly describe the sequence of events involved in washing your hands.

---

**Scantron.** For each of the underlined sets of terms below, circle the correct one.

**HINT:** Read through the entire paragraph first!

When elephants / turtles want to take a drink, they extend their probiscus / trunks to the water and inhale / exhale. They then bring this appendage to their mouth and exhale / inhale to squirt it into their mouths.
**MIDTERM Demo**

This document is an illustration of the FORMATTING of the exams in this class for use with Scantrons. For answers, see this side.

---

**Scantron** Select the appropriate structure on the left that corresponds to the functions listed on the right:

1. **Mouth**
2. **Mouth & Eyes**
3. **Eyes & Hands**
4. **Hands**
5. **Eyes & Your hands**

*(NOTE: It is ok to write on test, but be sure to also mark scantron for question labeled "SCANTRON")*

**On Test Only:** Fill in the blanks below.

When using metaphors, people generally associate sunshine with the emotion of *joy* and rain with the emotion of *sadness*.

*(NOTE: No marks on scantron for this one!)*

**Scantron** Indicate whether each of the following is associated with the (A) Arctic or the (B) Antarctic.

6. **Polar bears** *Arctic - A* *(NOTE - Again, do ok to write answers, but be sure to mark scantron!)*
7. **Penguins** *Antarctic - B*
8. **Santa Claus** *Arctic - A*

**On Test Only:** Briefly describe the sequence of events involved in washing your hands.

*Turn on water, wet hands, get soap, rub hands with soap to produce a good lather, then rinse.*

*(NOTE - No marks on scantron)*

**Scantron** For each of the underlined sets of terms below, circle the correct one.

HINT: Read through the entire paragraph first!

When **elephants** & **turtles** want to take a drink, they extend their proboscis & trunks to the water and *inhaler*, *exhale*. They then bring this appendage to their mouth and *exhale*, *inhaler* to squirt it into their mouths.

*(NOTE: Can be helpful to write on test, but be sure to mark scantron!)*